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Team Olympics

This set of fun and engaging team building games combines high-energy
competition with basic athletic ability, allowing for full and active
participation for your whole group. This program is flexible to be held
indoors and outdoors.

After a group warm-up, teams will be formed and assigned a color for easy
identification. Next, your group’s designated VIP will take the opening lap
around the playing field, and the games begin.

With high-energy music to set the atmosphere, teams will compete in a
selection of activities like Ski Team Challenge, Sack Races, Target Practice
, Team Anthem, and more in an attempt to win the coveted gold, silver or
bronze medals. Every teammate from the three winning teams will be
awarded a medal!

Team Olympics can be held indoors or outside and can incorporate the
unique amenities available on your campus such as a pool, putting green,
sports field, driving range, tennis, or volleyball court. It can also be
presented as Cowboy Games, Winter Games, or a Beach-Themed Event.

Depending upon your event location, we can add additional activities,
including tug-of-war, hoops, catapults, corn hole, and even giant Jenga!

Our philosophy of “Challenge by Choice” offers individuals the ability to
determine their own level of physical participation without missing out on
any of the fun. Team Olympics is an excellent way to generate team spirit
while competing for the opportunity to stand on the winner’s podium.

To ensure a great experience, the activities chosen for Collegiate Team
Olympics will vary depending upon your location, space, group size, group
makeup, goals, and allotted time.

Since you like this program, you may also consider Virtual Price it Right as
a remote option!

Program Details

Group Size:
30 to 1,000+

Team Size:
12 to 15

Program Length:
2 to 2.5 hours

Space Requirement
50 sq. ft. per person in a
Company Parking Lot or
Grounds, Hotel Venue, State
Park, Beach etc. The activity
space must be a level surface.

Setting:
Indoor / Outdoor

Physicality:
High

Program Elements

Friendly Competition

Fun & Engaging Interaction

Innovation & Problem Solving

Performance &
Continuous Improvement

What's Included?

Pricing varies depending upon
the number of participants
(minimum of 30) and includes the
team building program, prep,
production coordination and all
materials, program design, a
professional facilitator and
staffing. We also provide all the
props and bronze, silver and gold
medals for the top three teams.
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